The goal of our work is to give a user equipped with an RFID-enabled mobile handset (mobile phone, PDA, laptop. . . ) the ability to access contents of distant elements of the system (tags or handsets), without physically moving to them and without using a Wireless Area Network. Our solution consists in an RFID-based Distributed Shared Memory (RDSM). After describing RDSM, we present its demonstration: a pervasive game which relies on RDSM to analyze data stored in distant elements (without any Wireless Area Network). We conclude by presenting the analysis of the players' feed back.
Introduction
RFID tags are interesting components for pervasive games. They are inexpensive, easy to deploy and robust. Moreover a player equipped with an RFIDenabled handset can easily interact with the tags. Finally we can take advantage of Near Field Communication (NFC) technology, a subclass of RFID where a reader and a tag can communicate only if they are a few centimeters away from each other. Using NFC guarantees that the player will not be bothered by other tags while interacting with a given tag.
Our goal is to provide an architecture where a mobile handset can get the value of data stored in distant RFID/NFC tag. Classical solutions are based on the use of a server [7] . But a Wireless Area Network is required to communicate with a server. This induces installation and/or operational costs. Our goal is to do with neither a server, nor Wireless Area Network.
There are pervasive games which use RFID/NFC. But they do not meet all of our constraints. For instance, in Save the Princess! game, each time a player enters a room, TinyLIME middleware informs their terminal about the data stored in the tag located in the room [3] . The terminal displays the virtual contents associated to this room without communicating with a server. But it cannot give any information about data stored in the tag of a nearby room. On the contrary, in PAC-LAN game, players are able to know what happened on a distant NFC tag [5] . Each time a tag is scanned by a player's mobile phone, the mobile sends the tag identifier to a central server. The server sends back gamerelated information to the mobile. And this information may concern distant tags. But, to achieve this, the game uses a server and a Wireless Area Network.
This paper presents a demonstration of our solution, the RFID-based Distributed Shared Memory (RDSM) [7] . Data are stored in a memory which is distributed among the different tags and mobile handsets (mobile phone, PDA, laptop. . . ). Moreover, this memory is replicated on each tag and each handset of the system. Thus a handset can get the value of the data stored on a distant tag or handset. It just has to query its own replica. Whenever a mobile handset meets a tag (or another handset), their respective replica are made consistent by comparing the vector clock values coupled to the replicas. Section 2 details RDSM. Then section 3 presents the proof of concept. Finally section 4 we present some conclusions.
Description of RDSM
The system we consider is made of two types of elements: RFID tags and mobile handsets (See Figure 1 ). Each element holds data which can only be modified by this element 1 . We note DM the distributed memory made of all of these data. Each element e holds a replica DM e of the distributed memory. As in [4] , the main usage of this replica is to offer a local view of DM to e: e can make queries on the contents of any elements of the system at any time. We note DM e [e ′ ] the view element e has of the contents of DM hold by element e ′ . In particular, DM e [e] contains the part of DM hold by e. Each element e holds also a vector clock V C e which is used to propagate operations done on DM .
To do so, whenever a mobile handset comes in contact with a tag (or another handset), these two elements compare vector clock values and update their own replica of DM (see [7] for algorithms). Thus, each element takes advantage of the knowledge of the other one to get more recent information concerning DM evolutions.
Usually, a vector clock element is a logical clock, incremented upon each update of its associated data [6] . In our demonstration, to save space on each tag, V C e [e] holds the timestamp of the last update or query done on DM e [e]. Meanwhile, V C e ′ ,e ′ =e [e] holds the timestamp of the last operation done on DM e [e] which element e ′ is aware of.
RDSM faces staleness and scalability issues. They are discussed in [7] . Fig. 1 . Data present in a system made of 2 RFID/NFC tags and 3 mobile handsets
Demonstration
The demonstration of RDSM is based on Plug: Secrets of the museum (PSM) pervasive game [8] , developed in the context of the PLUG project [1] . 48 virtual playing cards represent objects of a French museum called Musée des arts et métiers. These cards are dealt between 16 NFC tags (1 card per Mifare tag, each of them being equipped with 1 Kbyte of RAM) and 8 mobile phones (4 cards per Nokia 6131 NFC mobile). The players' goal is to collect cards of the same family on their mobile. Players use their mobile to swap a card with a tag or another mobile. They can also look at the hint function that indicates which tags and/or mobiles contain a card interesting for the player.
PSM uses data structure presented in section 2 as follows. DM contains the 48 cards. If e and e ′ are any element of the system, DM e [e ′ ] is 1 byte representing the value of the card stored. V C e [e ′ ] is 1 short (2 bytes) representing the realtime clock -formated as the number of seconds since the beginning of the game session-of the last update or query on V C e ′ [e ′ ] as seen by e. Thus DM e and V C e occupy 144 bytes in the memory of e.
The demonstration consists in having several users/players. Each one is given one of the eight mobiles to do exchanges with tags and other mobiles. This updates DM mobile and V C mobile . Their contents can be displayed by entering a cheat code. Thus, users can check the results of the hint function. They can also check if there are stale data in DM mobile .
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented an RFID-based Distributed Shared Memory (RDSM). As illustrated by the demonstration, RDSM is a good candidate for pervasive games which rely on RFID/NFC tags, must provide players hints on data hold by distant elements of the system, with no (or limited) use of a Wireless Area Network. Such game is based on the mobility of contents and players to update the overall vision of the state of the game. Mobility and the potential for reading and writing tags create the game momentum.
The analysis of the players' feed back showed that three main features characterize mobility when it is connected to pervasiveness [2] . First, mobility appears as a way to read and collect information. Second, it is a tool to virtually mark the environment and the artifacts. Moving can be akin to "writing" a new scenario. Third, people become part of the network propagating and refreshing information not only on their mobiles but also on the RFID displays.
